Abstract. Let L = L(x1; : : : ; xm) be a graded Lie algebra generated by fx1; : : : ; xmg. In this paper, we show that for any element P in L and any order k, exp(P) may be approximated at the order k by a nite product of elementary factors exp( ixi). We give an explicit construction that avoids any calculation in the Lie algebra.
Introduction
In hamiltonian mechanics, the phase space is governed by an Hamiltonian h and the equations _ z i = fz i ; hg where f; g is the Poisson bracket. The set of smooth functions on the phase space is turned into Lie algebra by considering the Poisson bracket. Integrations of hamiltonian ows by numerical schemes make use of the so-called symplectic integrators that preserve some invariants (see 8, 12, 13] ). One will try to approximate the ow exp(tf ; A + Bg) by composition of the hamiltonian ows of exp(tf ; Ag) of A and exp(tf ; Bg) of B. These methods are used for their stability in very long-time integration problems. Such integrators may be found by considering universal identities in free Lie algebras (see 4, 5, 13, 14] ). In control theory, for a control system _ x = P m i=1 u i (t)X i (x), the classical problem of motion planning is the following (see 3, 6, 7] ): given two states p and q, nd a feasible trajectory (i.e. the controls u 1 (t); : : :; u m (t)) that steers the system from p to a point arbitrarily close to q. Let us assume that q is given as exp(X)p, where X belongs to the Lie algebra generated by the vector elds X i . We are interested in the simplest trajectories, those obtained as composition of the ows of the X i 's. The end point of such a trajectory is written exp( 1 X i1 ) exp( s X is )p, that is a product of elementary factors applied to the state p. A solution of our problem can then be obtained by approximating the exponential exp(X) by a product of elementary factors exp( X i ). In this paper we will see such approximations as universal approximations in graded Lie algebra. That is why we will work in free Lie algebras and look for ? Proceedings of AAECC'12 Conference, Toulouse, juin 1997, LNCS 1255, 15 p. universal identities in free Lie algebras. In Section 1, we will rst introduce some notations and set our result in Part 1.3. In Section 2 we will describe several independent steps of the algorithm and nally we will discuss in Section 3 the accuracy of our algorithm by considering some examples and giving some bounds for the complexity. We will nally study the application of our result to the motion planning problem.
Notations and De nitions
In this section we recall some basic results about Lie algebra. To keep the paper easy to read, we will not go too deeply into the theory and will not present the results in a classical way. For instance we present Lemma 3 as a consequence of the Campbell-Hausdor Theorem and we will not tell about central integer ltrations (although our result is based only on the properties of these ltrations). For a more classical presentation of this theory we refer to 1, Ch. II] and 10].
Notations
In this paper A will denote an ordered alphabet (possibly endless). A is the free monoid generated by A (the set of words). A is totally ordered with the lexicographic order. M(A) is the free magma generated by A (the set of parenthesed words). Having de ned M 1 (A) as A, we de ne M n (A) by induction on n: By setting x; y] = xy ? yx for x; y 2 A, we have L(A) A(A). We will also denote by ad x, the map y 7 ! x; y]: A(A), and hence L(A), are graded by the length (the unique morphism that extends the function x 7 ! 1 on A). For x 2 A (resp. M(A)) jxj denotes the length. L n (A) (resp. A n (A)) is the submodule generated by monomials of length n.
We de neL(A) andÂ(A) aŝ
We will write x 2L(A) as a series and (H(x; y)) k ? (x k + y k ) 2 L(x 1 ; : : :; x k?1 ; y 1 ; : : :; y k?1 ), (the free subalgebra ofL(A) generated by fx 1 ; : : :; x k?1 ; y 1 ; : : :; y k?1 g)
Setting of the Main Result
Let us setF = exp(L) andF p (A) = exp(L p (A)). As exp is bijective, we deduce from the Campbell-Hausdor Theorem that the setsF andF p (A) are some groups. As exp( 1 a 1 ) exp( n a n )] ?1 = exp(? n a n ) exp(? 1 a 1 ); the set G generated by the family fexp( a); 2 IR; a 2 Ag is a subgroup ofF.
We will show that the elements of exp(L(A)) can be approximated by elements of G. Let us rst clarify the meaning of approximation. If P 2 L(A) is a Lie polynomial, we say that = ' k (P) is a kth-order approximation of exp(P) if:
(1)
Using Theorem 1, we thus have
where R k+1 and R 0 k+1 2L k+1 (A). Both characterizations will be used in the sequel. The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem (Theorem 8):
Theorem. Let P be a Lie polynomial of degree n. Then there exists an approximation of exp(P) at any order k n. Furthermore we will give here an explicit construction of an approximation ' k (P). We will use the following steps 1. De ne an approximation ' n ( m) for any 2 IR and any Lie monomial m 2 M n (A). This approximation will have the order n = jmj.
2. For any homogeneous Lie polynomial P of degree n, de ne an approximation ' n (P) of order n. 3. For any homogeneous Lie polynomial, show how to build a kth-order approximation ' k (P) from the approximation ' n (P). This process will depend only on n and k. 4. For any polynomial P, show how to get a kth-order approximation. This makes use of the factored product expansion exp(P) = exp(P 1 ) exp(P k ) exp(R k+1 ); where P i 2 L i (A) and R k+1 2L k+1 (A). This factorization is not given explicitly but may be computed using the Hausdor series that may also be computed.
Approximations of Exponential of Lie Polynomials
Before going more deeply into the method of approximation, we need some results on the groupsF and G. For t 2 IR, we de ne the morphism of algebra
The GroupsF and
If = exp( 1 a 1 ) exp( n a n ) 2 G 1 +Â(A), then we denote by t] t] = t ( ) = exp(t 1 a 1 ) exp(t n a n ) 2 G: Thus is an approximation of exp( x) at order n + 1 and the induction is done.
Lemma 5. Let P and Q be homogeneous Lie polynomials of degree n 1 and assume that ' n (P) and ' n (Q) are approximations of exp(P) and exp(Q) at order n. Then ' n (P + Q) = ' n (P)' n (Q) is an approximation of exp(P + Q) at order n.
Proof. | The approximations ' n (P) and ' n (Q) can be written as ' n (P) = exp(P + R); ' n (Q) = exp(Q + R 0 ); R; R 0 2L n+1 (A):
Using the Campbell-Hausdor Theorem, we get ' n (P)' n (Q) = exp(H(P + R; Q + R 0 )), where H(P + R; Q + R 0 ) = P + Q + (R + R 0 ) + X k 2 H k (P + R; Q + R 0 ): (5) But R + R 0 2L n+1 (A) and H k (P + R; Q + R 0 ) 2L kn (A) L n+1 (A) when k 2 so there is R 00 2L n+1 (A) such that ' n (P)' n (Q) = exp(P + Q + R 00 ) is a nth-order approximation of exp(P + Q).
Corollary6. If P is an homogeneous Lie polynomial of degree n 1, then there exists an approximation of exp(P) at order n. 
Approximations of Homogeneous Lie Polynomials
Lemma 7. Let P be an homogeneous Lie polynomial of degree n. Then, for any k n, there exists a kth-order approximation of exp(P).
Proof. | For a given polynomial P of degree n, we proceed by induction on k, following Suzuki's idea ( 12] ). The case k = n has already been done in Corollary 6. Let us assume that, for some k n+1, there exists a (k?1)th-order approximation = ' k?1 (P), that is = exp(P + P i k R i ) with R i 2 L i (A).
We have to distinguish two cases.
If k is odd, we set = t] s] t] and we will show that for some t and s, is a kth-order approximation of exp(P). From Formula (5) and applying Theorem 1 twice we get = exp((2t n + s n )P + (2t k + s k )R k + P i k+1 R 0 i ): By setting t = (2 + (?1) n 2 n=k ) ?1=n ; s = ?2 1=k t;
we have 2t n + s n = 1 and 2t k + s k = 0 (notice that t is de ned since k > n). With these values, = ' k (P) is an approximation of exp(P) at order k.
If k is even, we set = u] v] ?1 u]. In the same way as for the odd case, we have = exp((2u n ? v n )P + (2u k ? v k )R k + P i k+1 R 00 i );
and we obtain 2u n ? v n = 1 and 2u k ? v k = 0 by setting u = (2 ? 2 n=k ) ?1=n ; v = 2 1=k u:
2.4 Approximation of any Lie Polynomial Theorem 8. Let P be a Lie polynomial of degree n. Then there exists an approximation of exp(P) at any order k n.
Proof. | This theorem will be proved by using the following result ( 11]) Lemma 9. Let P 2 L(A). Then for all k 1 there exists P 1 2 L 1 (A); : : :; P k 2 L k (A) and a remainder R k+1 2L k+1 (A) such that exp(P) = exp(P 1 ) exp(P k ) exp(R k+1 ):
Remark. | This result is also a variant of the Zassenhaus formula (see 9]). The factorization (6) is constructed by induction on k. If R k+1 = R k+1 +R k+2 + is the (k+1)th-order remainder, the (k+2)th-order remainder R k+2 is given by exp(R k+2 ) = exp(?R k+1 ) exp(R k+1 ): Theorem 1 ensures that R k+2 belongs toL k+2 (A) and, if we set P k+1 = R k+1 , the induction is done. Let us x now k n and consider the factorization (6) of P. Each term P i is an homogeneous Lie polynomial of degree i k. Lemma 7 can then be applied and we set = ' k (P 1 ) ' k (P k ) = exp(P 1 ) exp(R 1 k+1 ) exp(P k ) exp(R k k+1 ):
From Lemma 2, we have, if R 2L k+1 (A):
where R 0 2L k+1 (A) (see Formula (2)). That means that exp(R) exp(P i ) = exp(P i ) exp(R 0 ) and so, using this identity k times in the expression of , we obtain: = exp(P 1 ) exp(P k ) exp(R 0 ) = exp(P) exp(?R k+1 ) exp(R 0 ); where R 0 2L k+1 (A). Thus is an approximation of exp(P) at order k.
Algorithm
The proof of Theorem 8 is a constructive proof. It allows the construction of an e ective approximation of a Lie polynomial. Let us detail the construction of ' k (P), kth-order approximation of exp(P). As an input, we shall give P 1 ; : : :; P k such that exp(P) = exp(P 1 ) exp(P k ) exp(R k+1 ): Each P i is given as an explicit combination of Lie monomials. As output we will have a list f( i ; a i )g such that ' k (P) = exp( 1 a 1 ) exp( m a m ):
1. For a 2 A; 2 IR and k 1, we set ' k ( a) = exp( a). 2. For a monomial x of length n, we write x as a bracket a; b] with jaj = p and jbj = n ? p (this decomposition need not be unique). We thus de ne ' n ( x)
by the induction formula (see Lemma 4):
4. For an homogeneous polynomial P 2 L n (A) and k n + 1, the approximation is de ned by the recursion formulae (see Lemma 7):
where t = (2 + (?1) n 2 n=k ) ?1=n and u = (2 ? 2 n=k ) ?1=n .
5. For a polynomial P given by P 1 ; : : :; P k such that exp(P) = exp(P 1 ) exp(P k ) exp(R k+1 ); we set (see Theorem 8) :
2.6 A Short Example 3 Estimations and Example
In this section we will discuss the shape of the output of our algorithm. We will rst estimate the number of elementary factors in the approximation (an elementary factor is a term exp( a), with 2 IR, a 2 A). Then we will show how one can reduce this complexity.
Complexity
Let P be a Lie polynomial of degree n and an integer k n. We assume that we know the decomposition (6) exp(P) = exp(P 1 ) exp(P k ) exp(R k+1 );
where each polynomial P i = P di j=1 j x j in L i (A) is given as linear combination of Lie monomials. Although P 1 ; : : :; P k are unique, their decomposition into sum of monomials is not. The reader must notice that our algorithm will start with the given of the d i 's, the x j 's and j 's as inputs and that it avoids any calculation in the free Lie algebra. Here we are not concerned with the problem of the decomposition of Lie polynomials in some particular basis. For instance there is no a priori bound for the d i 's (an upper bound could have been given by the dimension of L i (A) that satis es the Witt formula:
Under these hypothesis, our algorithm gives a kth-order approximation ' k (P). Let l k (P) be the number of elementary factors in ' k (P). We will give an upper bound of l k (P) with respect to d 1 ; : : :; d k . We give this estimation by following the step numbers of Part 2.5. { For a 2 A and 2 IR, we have obviously l k ( a) = 1 (see step 1). { If x n is a monomial of length n, then, with the notations of step 2, we have: l n ( x n ) 2(l p ( a p ) + l q (b q )): By induction on n we see that l n ( x n ) 3 2 n?1 ? 2: { For an homogeneous Lie polynomial P i = { Finally, we get
2 3 i?1 d i 3 k+1 maxfd i g: (8) Remark. | If P = a + b it is known (see 14, 4] ) that l 2k (a + b) = 2 k+1 ? 1 for k 4, that is an exponential bound. We know better estimates in some particular cases. If P = 0, it has been shown ( 2]) that k l k (P) k 2 , that is a polynomial bound. It implies that for any k, there exists a Lie polynomial P k 2 L k (A) such that ' k (P k ) is a product of less than k 2 factors. This is also far less than the sum of dimensions
These two examples and example 2.6 show that the minimal number of factors of ' k (P) depends on the polynomial P and on its decomposition into monomials. In this paper we will not seek minimal approximants (this question is considered in 5, 14] and in the remark at the end of Part 3.3).
Improvements
Our construction is certainly not optimal. We can then improve it a lot. Let us notice that the steps of the construction are independent of each other. Each step can then be improved separately. We will discuss now about some possible modi cations (we refer to the step numbers of Part 2.5). We present rst a simple improvement of step 4. When k and n have not the same parity, the recursion formula for ' k (P), can be replaced by:
if n is even and k odd, then ' k (P) = ' k?1 (P) 2 ?1=n ] ' k?1 (P) ?2 ?1=n ]; (9) if n is odd and k even, then ' k (P) = ' k?1 (P) 2 ?1=n ] ' k?1 (P) ?2 ?1=n ] ?1 :
This formula allows to reduce the theoretical bound (7) (and then the bound (8)) for the size of the approximation, since it has two factors instead of three. When n and k have the same parity, there is no such formula with two factors. We are now interested in step 2. We have chosen in our algorithm to write x as a; b]. The idea was: if is an integer, then the elementary factors of ' n ( x) will use only integer. However we can see on examples that, with this construction, there are no cancellations between the factors of ' n ( x) (we call cancellation the occurrence of a product exp(y) exp(?y)). For example, we get ' 2 ( x; y]) = exp(x) exp(y) exp(?x) exp(?y) and we will test our algorithm on ' 4 Thus we see that the cancellations are not preserved by the algorithm.
To avoid this kind of problem we can use another method. We rst construct ' n (x). Then, if x is a Lie monomial of length n, we get ' n (j jx) = ' n (x) j j 1=n ]: Finally we have ' n ( x) = ' n (j jx) , where = 1 is such that = j j. This formula allows to keep cancellations from ' n (x) to ' n ( x). This construction does not give theoretical improvement for the size of the approximation: it does not reduce the bounds (7) and (8) . But in practice, it gives often an approximation with less factors. On the other hand, it makes use of algebraic numbers even if is an integer.
